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Disorder for variety
D
isordered regions in proteins are prime real estate for 
alternative splicing, say Pedro Romero, Keith Dunker 
(Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis, IN), 
and colleagues ﬁ  nd that d. The innate disorder allows protein 
variation that in turn increases functional diversity.
Both splicing and disorder are more common in mul-
ticellular eukaryotes than in lower organisms. Dunker won-
dered whether this trend might be more than coincidence. 
Structures are available for only ﬁ  ve pairs of alternatively 
spliced isoforms but, in three pairs, the regions present in 
one splice form but absent in another are found within dis-
ordered regions.
To expand the dataset, the authors compared various 
databases of disorder and of splicing. Indeed, alternatively 
spliced regions were strongly biased toward disorder. Their 
ﬂ  exibility probably improves the odds that an addition or de-
letion will not impede folding and thus lead to aggregates.
Splicing in disordered regions might also increase func-
tional diversity. Unlike structured domains, which use far-
ﬂ   ung residues to build a single functional unit, disordered 
regions often use a compact and linear series of residues 
to create a particular functional unit. “You get more bang 
for your buck,” says Dunker. “Just splice out ten consecutive 
residues, and a whole function is gone.”
Disordered domains can evolve quickly, given their struc-
tural freedom, and often bind several partners. As disordered 
regions are commonly signaling and regulatory domains, more 
disorder and more splicing might have contributed to the 
emergence of cellular specialization. “With different splicing 
in different cells,” says Dunker, “the signaling network becomes 
radically altered.” Splicing out a piece of a disordered region 
in BRCA1, for example, eliminates p53 binding.
Testing this evolution-
ary hypothesis, however, will 
take time. To start, the group 
would like to work out the 
major signaling network dif-
ferences between a pair of 
similar but distinct cell types, 
perhaps from a simple mul-
ticellular organism like the 
sponge, and then determine 
whether the changes relate 
to alternative splicing within 
disordered regions. 
Reference: Romero, P.R., et al. 
2006. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 
USA. 103:8390–8395.
A 
well-designed chaperone cage 
helps proteins to fold quickly, say 
Yun-Chi Tang, F. Ulrich Hartl, 
Manajit Hayer-Hartl, and colleagues (Max 
Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, 
Germany), probably by limiting the number 
of possible folding intermediates.
Bacteria’s most well-studied chaperone 
is the GroEL nano-cage, which encapsu-
lates a folding substrate within its walls. 
This cage was thought to be little more 
than a way to isolate substrates to prevent 
aggregation of slow-folding proteins. But 
the new fi  ndings suggest an active role, as 
folding rates inside the cage were up to 
15-fold faster than in solution.
Folding is hastened by several cage fea-
tures, including cage size. For small pro-
teins, GroEL mutants with a smaller cavity 
further accelerated folding, until a point at 
which necessary rearrangements were spa-
tially restricted. Confi  nement hastens fold-
ing by preventing those misfolded inter-
mediates that would not fi  t within the cage. 
“The number of possible conformations,” 
says Hartl, “is astronomically large. The 
cage reduces it to a subfraction of that.”
For large proteins, both smaller and 
larger cavities slowed folding. The cage 
thus seems to be evolutionarily optimized 
to suit its ∼250 in vivo substrates. “You 
can improve folding rates for some with 
GroEL mutations,” says Hayer-Hartl, “but 
only at the expense of other substrates.”
Flexible, fi  nger-like extensions at the 
bottom of the cavity were necessary for 
some proteins to fold quickly. The authors 
speculate that these mildly hydrophobic 
sequences gently massage misfolded 
states, increasing the substrate’s fl  uidity 
and easing rearrangements.
Some proteins also required clusters 
of negative charges on the cavity wall for 
optimal folding. Proteins most impeded by 
the loss of these clusters were themselves 
negatively charged, so perhaps the clusters 
help by keeping these proteins from 
sticking to the cage walls.
The authors would next like to iden-
tify intermediates in spontaneous and 
GroEL-mediated folding events to see 
just how the folding landscape changes 
inside the cage. 
Reference: Tang, Y.-C., et al. 2006. Cell. 
125:903–914.
Highly disordered regions are 
more common in alternatively 
spliced regions (left) than the rest of 
the protein (right).
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Decreasing GroEL cavity size (from left to right) 
increases then decreases protein folding rate.
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Cage folding